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The	Strength	of	Weak	
Ties	



Strength of weak ties: Mark Granovetter:

”It is the distant acquaintances who are actually to thank for crucial

information leading to your new job, rather than your close friends!”

Mark Granovetter (born October 20, 1943): an
American sociologist and professor at Stanford
University.
1969: submitted his paper to the American Sociological
Review—rejected!
1972, submitted a shortened version to the American
Journal of Sociology—published in 1973 (Granovetter,
1973).
According to Current Contents, by 1986, the Weak Ties
paper had become a citation classic, being one of the
most cited papers in sociology.
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Summary	



Tie strength in social network
According to [Rethinking Friendships: Hidden Solidarities Today (Princeton,
2006) by Liz Spencer and Ray Pahl], there are eight di↵erent types of
relationships:

Associates: dont know each other well, and only share a common activity,
such as a hobby or a sport.
Useful contacts: share information and advice, typically related to our work
or career.
Fun friends: socialize together primarily for fun without a deep relationship
to provide each other with emotional support.
Favor friends: help each other out in a functional manner but not in an
emotional manner.
Helpmates: display characteristics of both favor friends and fun friends;
socialize together for fun and also help each other out in a functional
manner.
Comforters: similar to helpmates but with a deeper level of emotional

support.

Confidants: disclose personal information to each other, enjoy each

others company, but aren’t always in a position to o↵er practical help.

Soulmates: display all of these elements and are the people were

closest to.

We have a much smaller number of strong ties than weak ties.

Figure: Credit: (Adams, 2011)
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Tie strength: the 5-15-50-150-500 rule
According to [How Many Friends Does One Person Need?: Dunbar’s
Number and Other Evolutionary Quirks, Robin Dunbar, Harvard University
Press (November 1, 2010)]:

Most peoples social networks have a common pattern, unchanged for
thousands of years.
There are clear boundaries based on the number of connections we have; it
starts at five and goes up by a factor of three.

Inner circle: 5
sympathy group: 12-15
Semi-regular group: 50
stable social group: 150 (the Dunbar number)
friends of friends group (weak ties): 500

Robin Ian MacDonald Dunbar (born 28 June 1947): a
British anthropologist and evolutionary psychologist and
a specialist in primate behavior at University of Oxford.
Best known for his Dunbar’s number: a measurement of
the “cognitive limit to the number of individuals with
whom any one person can maintain stable relationships”. Figure: Credit: (Adams, 2011)
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Predic'ng	Tie	Strength	With	
Social	Media	



Summary	



Definition and Impact

The strength of a tie is  a (probably linear) combination of the 
amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual 
confiding), and the reciprocal services  which characterize the 
tie. [17] 

While Granovetter left the precise definition of tie strength 
to future work, he did characterize two types of ties,  strong 
and weak. Strong ties are the people you really trust, people 
whose social circles tightly overlap with your own. Often, 
they are also the people most like you. The young,  the 
highly educated and the metropolitan tend to have diverse 
networks of strong ties [31].  Weak ties, conversely, are 
merely acquaintances. Weak ties often provide access to 
novel information, information not circulating in the closely 
knit network of strong ties.

Many researchers have adopted tie strength as an analytic 
framework for studying individuals and organizations [16]. 
(Google Scholar,  for instance, claims that over 7,000 papers 
cite “The Strength of Weak Ties” [15].) The social support 
offered by strong ties can actually improve mental health 
[36]. Banks that find the right mix of weak and strong ties 
to other firms tend to get better financial deals [39]. It has 
also been shown that weak ties, as opposed to strong ones, 
benefit job-seekers [18]. However, socioeconomic class 
reverses this effect: job-seekers from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds often rely heavily on strong ties [16]. 

Strong ties between employees from different organiza-
tional subunits can help an organization withstand a time of 
crisis [24]. Yet,  strongly tied coworkers are also the ones 
likely to create crises by pushing for institutional change 
[23]. Employees who weakly tie themselves beyond organ-
izational boundaries tend to receive better performance re-
views and generate more creative ideas [4]. Weak ties also 
act as a conduit for useful information in computer-
mediated communication [8]. However, weak ties often rely 
on a few commonly available media [22], whereas strong 
ties diversify, communicating through many channels [21]. 

The Dimensions of Tie Strength

At what point is a tie to be considered weak?  This is not sim-
ply a question for the methodologically  curious … the theory 
makes a curvilinear prediction. How do we know where we 
are on this theoretical curve?  Do all  four indicators  count 
equally toward tie strength? [23]

Granovetter proposed four tie strength dimensions: amount 
of time, intimacy, intensity and reciprocal services. Subse-
quent research has expanded the list. Ronald Burt proposed 
that structural factors shape tie strength, factors like net-
work topology and informal social circles [5]. Wellman and 
Wortley argue that providing emotional support, such as 
offering advice on family problems, indicates a stronger tie 
[40]. Nan Lin, et al., show that social distance, embodied by 
factors such as socioeconomic status,  education level, po-
litical affiliation, race and gender, influences tie strength 
[29].

In theory, tie strength has at least seven dimensions and 
many manifestations. In practice, relatively simple proxies 
have substituted for it: communication reciprocity [11], 
possessing at least one mutual friend [37],  recency of com-
munication [28] and interaction frequency [13, 17]. In a 
1984 study,  Peter Marsden used survey data from three met-
ropolitan areas to precisely unpack the predictors of tie 
strength [33]. While quite useful, Marsden pointed out a 
key limitation of his work: the survey asked participants to 
recall only their three closest friends along with less than 
ten characteristics of the friendship.

The present research can be seen as updating Marsden’s 
work for the era of social media. Our work differs primarily 
in setting and scale. By leveraging social media, partici-
pants no longer have to recall; we can take advantage of 
long friend lists and rich interaction histories. In this way, 
our work also overcomes the problem of retrospective in-
formant accuracy [3, 30, 32]. In addition, a tie strength 
model built from social media has the potential to feed back 
into social media, in ways that benefit its users.

Figure 1. The questions used to assess tie strength, embedded into a friend’s profile as participants  experienced them. An auto-
mated script guided participants through a  random subset of their Facebook friends. As participants answered each question by 
dragging a slider, the script collected data describing the friendship. The questions reflect a diversity of views on tie strength.

Research Questions

The work above leads us to introduce two research ques-
tions that guide the remainder of this paper:

R1: The existing literature suggests seven dimensions of tie 
strength: Intensity, Intimacy, Duration, Reciprocal Serv-
ices,  Structural, Emotional Support and Social Dis-
tance.  As manifested in social media, can these dimen-
sions predict tie strength? In what combination?

R2: What are the limitations of a tie strength model based 
solely on social media?

METHOD

To answer our research questions, we recruited 35 partici-
pants to rate the strength of their Facebook friendships. Our 
goal was to collect data about the friendships that could act, 
in some combination, as a predictor for tie strength. Work-
ing in our lab, we used the Firefox extension Greasemonkey 
[19] to guide participants through a randomly selected sub-
set of their Facebook friends. (Randomly sampling partici-
pants’ friends guards against those with large networks 
dominating the results.) The Greasemonkey script injected 
five tie strength questions into each friend’s profile after the 
page loaded in the browser. Figure 1 shows how a profile 
appeared to a participant. Participants answered the ques-
tions for as many friends as possible during one 30-minute 
session. On average, participants rated 62.4 friends (� = 

16.2), resulting in a dataset of 2,184 rated Facebook friend-
ships.

Social media experiments often employ completely auto-
mated data collection. We worked in the lab for two impor-
tant reasons. First, we captured all data at the client side, 
after a page loaded at the user’s request. This allowed us to 
stay within Facebook’s Terms of Service. More importantly, 
however, we asked participants to give us sensitive infor-
mation: their relationship strengths plus personal Facebook 
data. We collected data in the lab to guard our participants’ 
privacy and to increase the accuracy of their responses.

Predictive Variables

While participants responded to the tie strength questions, 
our script automatically collected data about the participant, 
the friend and their interaction history. The tie strength lit-
erature reviewed in the previous section pointed to seven 
major dimensions of predictive variables. With these di-
mensions as a guide, we identified 74 Facebook variables as 
potential predictors of tie strength. Table 1 presents 32 of 
these variables along with their distributions. In choosing 
these predictive variables, we tried to take advantage of 
Facebook’s breadth while simultaneously selecting vari-
ables that could carry over to other social media. Below, we 
clarify some variables listed in Table 1 and present those 
not included in the table. All predictive variables make an 
appearance either in the text or in Table 1.

Intensity Variables

Each Facebook user has a Wall, a public communication 
channel often only accessible to a user’s friends.  Wall words 
exchanged refers to the total number of words traded be-
tween the participant and the friend via Wall posting. Inbox 
messages exchanged counts the number of appearances by a 
friend in a participant’s Facebook Inbox, a private commu-

Table 1. Thirty-two of  over seventy variables used to predict 
tie strength, collected for each of  the 2,184 friendships in our 
dataset. The distributions accompanying each variable begin 
at zero and end at the adjacent maximum. Most variables are  
not normally distributed. The Predictive Variables  subsection 
expands on some of these variables and presents those not 
included in this table.

9549Wall words exchanged

Predictive Intensity Variables Distribution

9Inbox messages exchanged

55Participant-initiated wall posts

47Friend-initiated wall posts

31Inbox thread depth

200Friend’s status updates
80Participant’s status updates

1352Friend’s photo comments

Duration Variable

1328Days since first communication

Reciprocal Services Variables

688Links exchanged by wall post

18Applications in common

Structural Variables

206Number of mutual friends

12Groups in common 

73Norm. TF-IDF of interests and about

Emotional Support Variables

197Wall & inbox positive emotion words

51Wall & inbox negative emotion words

Social Distance Variables

5995Age difference (days)

8Number of occupations difference

Overlapping words in religion

3Educational difference (degrees)

2

4Political difference (scale)

Max

Intimacy Variables

729Participant’s number of friends

2050Friend’s number of friends

1115Days since last communication

148Wall intimacy words

Inbox intimacy words

73Appearances together in photo

897Participant’s appearances in photo

8182Distance between hometowns (mi)
6% engagedFriend’s relationship status 30% in relationship30% single

32% married
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Are	the	gradations	“strong”,	“weak”	and	
“absent”	sufficient	for	characterizing	ties?	



Class	Exercise	I:	What	are	
the	implications?	

For	individuals?	
For	communities?	



Why	should	we	care	about	measuring	tie	
strength	on	social	media?	How	does	it	
impact	our	studies	of	social	media?	How	
does	it	impact	design?	



Are	there	situations	where	both	strong	and	
weak	ties	may	be	useful	in	an	online	context?	



Burke,	M.,	and	Kraut,	R.	2014.	"Using	Facebook	
after	Losing	a	Job:	Differential	Benefits	of	Strong	
and	Weak	Ties”.	CSCW	2013.	





Class	Exercise	II	



How	can	you	generalize	Gilbert	and	
Karahalios’	tie	strength	prediction	
model	beyond	Facebook?	



Situate	strong	and	weak	ties	in	the	context	of	
unidirectional	ties	like	on	Twitter.	



What	does	it	mean	to	have	“social	
interaction”	in	a	tie-less	system	like	Yik	Yak?		



Today	we	use	more	and	more	types	of	
networks,	and	our	contacts	are	spread	across	
them.	What	does	therefore	a	strong	(or	weak)	
tie	on	one	platform	mean	for	the	other?	



After	all,	in	online	context,	interface	design/
algorithmic	manipulation	may	hugely	impact	
whether	a	social	tie	eventually	grows	to	be	a	
strong	or	a	weak	tie.	What	do	you	think	is	the	
impact?	



Signed	Ties	and	Structural	Balance	
•  In	many	online	and	offline	contexts,	ties	can	be	signed.		
•  Reasons	could	span	from	trust/mistrust	to	voting	and	positive/

negative	perceptions	of	feedback	and	interaction	5.1. STRUCTURAL BALANCE 131

A

B C

+ +

+

(a) A, B, and C are mutual friends: balanced.

A

B C

+ +

-

(b) A is friends with B and C, but they don’t get
along with each other: not balanced.

A

B C

+ -

-

(c) A and B are friends with C as a mutual en-
emy: balanced.

A

B C

- -

-

(d) A, B, and C are mutual enemies: not bal-
anced.

Figure 5.1: Structural balance: Each labeled triangle must have 1 or 3 positive edges.

friends (thus turning the B-C edge label to +); or else for A to side with one of B or

C against the other (turning one of the edge labels out of A to a �).

• Similarly, there are sources of instability in a configuration where each of A, B, and C

are mutual enemies (as in Figure 5.1(d)). In this case, there would be forces motivating

two of the three people to “team up” against the third (turning one of the three edge

labels to a +).

Based on this reasoning, we will refer to triangles with one or three +’s as balanced, since

they are free of these sources of instability, and we will refer to triangles with zero or two

+’s as unbalanced. The argument of structural balance theorists is that because unbalanced

triangles are sources of stress or psychological dissonance, people strive to minimize them in

their personal relationships, and hence they will be less abundant in real social settings than


